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Did an enormous collision in the Asteroid Belt, orbiting the sun between Mars and Jupiter, bombard

Earth with meteorites 470 million years ago? Astonishing new research suggests it did, and a

revolutionary theory is emerging that this bombardment resulted in the single greatest increase in

biological diversity on the planet since the origin of life. Introducing these discoveries to the general

public for the first time, Ted Nield challenges the view that meteorites are bad news. Tracing the

history of meteorites from the first recorded strike to the videos made routinely today, he reveals the

fascinating ways in which meteorites have transformed from omens of doom to a stepping stone to

Mars in twenty-first-century space exploration. The Falling Sky will shatter everything you thought

you knew about one of the most terrifying forces in the universe.
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There are parts of the book about the theory of evolution: evolution being sparked by meteorites

carrying life to earth - rather than simply a book about meteorites. There are, however, also some

very interesting narrative about some pivotal meteorite falls and the history of meteoritics... like

Wold Cottage, for instance. I bought the book because I like all things meteoritic, but i don't believe

for a second that life came to earth hitchhiking on a rock...or that K2 event added diversity to life on

earth... I've not had to wade through much of that to get to the good stuff in this volume though so

far... so I recommend it with the awareness of what the overall plot is... There are some few color

photos and some interesting stuff that really is just about the space rocks themselves and not



concerning theories of origins.If you want to follow the conjecture that life came to earth from rocks

from space... then this will serve you well. If, instead, you simply want to learn the facts about

meteorites (regardless of your beliefs about origins) this is ok, but there are some great, great books

out there that will serve you better in a general way. O.Richard Norton has a couple of the best,

Geoff Notkin has a nice new one (of meteorite men fame), Kevin Kichinka has a great one about

collecting meteorites, and the lovely big book called "meteorites" by alex bevan & john de later is full

of photos and interesting text etc... Also there are the two great books about meteorite hunting

experiences by roy gallant "meteorite hunter" and "the Fallen Sky" by christopher cokinos. Then the

out of print classic by Harvey nininger can still be found sometimes on  or ebay. There are several

more i have not mentioned that are all about the facts and features so many of us love regarding

meteorites... check around.

Wonderful book you should read it

good book no problems with seller
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